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Science of network measurement

• Measurement goes back to the inception of the 
Internet

• By the mid-1990s: Internet and its protocols were 
big, wild, organic

• Complex system: hard to predict effects of 
interacting components

• Distributed system: can’t see everything that’s 
happening

• Network measurement moves from “just” 
monitoring to a science



“On the Self-Similar Nature of Ethernet Traffic”
Leland, Taqqu, Willinger, Wilson, SIGCOMM 1993
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)
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The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
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"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
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. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.
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the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
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Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
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hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
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dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)
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self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
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In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
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more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
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Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
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(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
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Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)
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the form
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where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
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(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
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of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)
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In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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Figure 1 (a)—(e). Pictorial "proof" of self-similarity:
Ethernet traffic (packets per time unit for the August
’89 trace) on 5 different time scales. (Different gray
levels are used to identify the same segments of traffic
on the different time scales.)

3.2 THE MATHEMATICS OF SELF-SIMILARITY

The notion of self-similarity is not merely an intuitive
description, but a precise concept captured by the following

rigorous mathematical definition. Let X = (Xt: t = 0, 1, 2, ...) be
a covariance stationary (sometimes called wide-sense
stationary) stochastic process; that is, a process with constant
mean µ = E [Xt], finite variance !2 = E [(Xt " µ)

2], and an
autocorrelation function r (k) = E [(Xt " µ)(Xt + k " µ)]
/E [(Xt " µ)

2] (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) that depends only on k. In
particular, we assume that X has an autocorrelation function of
the form

r (k) # a 1k
"$ , as k %&, (3.2.1)

where 0 < $ < 1 (here and below, a 1, a 2,
. . . denote finite

positive constants). For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
X (m) = (Xk

(m) : k = 1, 2, 3, ...) denote a new time series obtained
by averaging the original series X over non-overlapping blocks
of size m. That is, for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , X (m) is given by
Xk
(m) = 1/m (Xkm " m + 1 +

. . . + Xkm), (k ' 1). Note that for
each m, the aggregated time series X (m) defines a covariance
stationary process; let r (m) denote the corresponding
autocorrelation function.

The process X is called exactly (second-order) self-similar with
self-similarity parameter H = 1 " $/2 if the corresponding
aggregated processes X (m) have the same correlation structure as
X, i.e., r (m) (k) = r (k), for all m = 1, 2, . . . ( k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
In other words, X is exactly self-similar if the aggregated
processes X (m) are indistinguishable from X—at least with
respect to their second order statistical properties. An example
of an exactly self-similar process with self-similarity parameter
H is fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with parameter
1/2 < H < 1, introduced by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).

A covariance stationary process X is called asymptotically
(second-order) self-similar with self-similarity parameter
H = 1 " $/2 if r (m) (k) agrees asymptotically (i.e., for large m and
large k) with the correlation structure r (k) of X given by (3.2.1).
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average
processes (fractional ARIMA(p,d,q) processes) with
0 < d < 1/2 are examples of asymptotically second-order self-
similar processes with self-similarity parameter d + 1/2. (For
more details, see Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Hosking
(1981).)

Intuitively, the most striking feature of (exactly or
asymptotically) self-similar processes is that their aggregated
processes X (m) possess a nondegenerate correlation structure as
m %&. This behavior is precisely the intuition illustrated with
the sequence of plots in Figure 1; if the original time series X
represents the number of Ethernet packets per 10 milliseconds
(plot (e)), then plots (a) to (d) depict segments of the aggregated
time series X (10000) , X (1000) , X (100) , and X (10) , respectively. All of
the plots look "similar", suggesting a nearly identical
autocorrelation function for all of the aggregated processes.

Mathematically, self-similarity manifests itself in a number of
equivalent ways (see Cox (1984)): (i) the variance of the sample
mean decreases more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample
size (slowly decaying variances), i.e., var(X (m) ) # a 2m

"$ ,
as m %&, with 0 < $ < 1; (ii) the autocorrelations decay
hyperbolically rather than exponentially fast, implying a non-
summable autocorrelation function (k

r (k) = & (long-range

dependence), i.e., r (k) satisfies relation (3.2.1); and (iii) the
spectral density f ( . ) obeys a power-law behavior near the
origin (1/f-noise), i.e., f ()) # a 3)

"* , as ) % 0 , with 0 < * < 1
and * = 1 " $.

The existence of a nondegenerate correlation structure for the
aggregated processes X (m) as m %& is in stark contrast to
typical packet traffic models currently considered in the
literature, all of which have the property that their aggregated
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A word of caution

• “The most important difference between computer 
science and other scientific fields is that: We build what 
we measure. Hence, we are never quite sure whether the 
behavior we observe, the bounds we encounter, the 
principles we teach, are truly principles from which we 
can build a body of theory, or merely artifacts of our 
creations. ... this is a difference that should, to use the 
vernacular, ‘scare the bloody hell out of us!’” – John Day

• Is self-similarity fundamental and pervasive, or just an 
artifact of the particular system measured?

• Where in the network is it likely to be observed?



Measuring the Internet

• Key challenge: lack of visibility

• Only a small fraction of the system is visible
• For what we can observe, the cause is not obvious

• Foundational work by Paxson in the mid 1990s

• “End-to-End Routing Behavior in the Internet”, 
SIGCOMM 1996

• Loops, asymmetry, instability
• Established Internet measurement methodology



Measuring from vantage points

• End-to-end measurement 
combined with careful statistics as 
a means to see inside the Internet

• A standard for the field

• End-to-End Effects of Internet 
Path Selection [Savage ’99]

• RON [Anderson ’01]

• Many resources now available

• PlanetLab, Seattle P2P testbed, 
RouteViews, DIMES, CAIDA, ...

Name Description

adv Advanced Network & Services, Armonk, NY
austr University of Melbourne, Australia
austr2 University of Newcastle, Australia
batman National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
bnl Brookhaven National Lab, NY
bsdi Berkeley Software Design, Colorado Springs, CO
connix Caravela Software, Middlefield, CT
harv Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
inria INRIA, Sophia, France
korea Pohang Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea
lbl Lawrence Berkeley Lab, CA
lbli LBL computer connected via ISDN, CA
mid MIDnet, Lincoln, NE
mit Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
ncar National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
near NEARnet, Cambridge, Massachusetts
nrao National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, VA
oce Oce-van der Grinten, Venlo, The Netherlands
panix Public Access Networks Corporation, New York, NY
pubnix Pix Technologies Corp., Fairfax, VA
rain RAINet, Portland, Oregon
sandia Sandia National Lab, Livermore, CA
sdsc San Diego Supercomputer Center, CA
sintef1 University of Trondheim, Norway
sintef2 University of Trondheim, Norway
sri SRI International, Menlo Park, CA
ucl University College, London, U.K.
ucla University of California, Los Angeles
ucol University of Colorado, Boulder
ukc University of Kent, Canterbury, U.K.
umann University of Mannheim, Germany
umont University of Montreal, Canada
unij University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands
usc University of Southern California, Los Angeles
ustutt University of Stuttgart, Germany
wustl Washington University, St. Louis, MO
xor XOR Network Engineering, East Boulder, CO

Table 1: Sites participating in the study

measurement in real-time and repeat portions (or all) of the mea-
surement as necessary in order to resolve ambiguities.

5 The Raw Routing Data

5.1 Participating sites

The first routing experiment was conducted from November 8
through December 24, 1994. During this time, we attempted
6,991 traceroutes between 27 sites. We refer to this col-
lection of measurements as . The second experiment, ,
went from November 3 through December 21, 1995. It in-
cluded 37,097 attempted traceroutes between 33 sites. Both
datasets are available from the Internet Traffic Archive, http:
//town.hall.org/Archives/pub/ITA/. Table 1 lists the
sites participating in our study, giving the abbreviation we will use
to refer to the site, a brief description of the site, and its location.

5.2 Measurement failures

In the two experiments, between 5–8% of the traceroutes
failed outright (i.e., we were unable to contact the remote NPD,
execute traceroute and retrieve its output). Almost all of the
failures were due to an inability of npd control to contact the re-
mote NPD.

For our analysis, the effect of these contact failures will lead to
a bias towards underestimating Internet connectivity failures, be-
cause sometimes the failure to contact the remote daemon will re-
sult in losing an opportunity to observe a lack of connectivity be-
tween that site and another remote site ( 4.2).

When conducting the measurements, however, we somewhat
corrected for this underestimation by pairing each measurement of
the virtual path with a measurement of the virtual path

, increasing the likelihood of observing such failures. In
only 5% of the measurement failures was npd control also un-
able to contact the other host of the measurement pair.

6 Routing pathologies
We begin our analysis by classifying occurrences of routing
pathologies—those routes that exhibited either clear, sub-standard
performance, or out-and-out broken behavior.

6.1 Routing loops
In this section we discuss the pathology of a routing loop. For our
discussion we distinguish between three types of loops: a forward-
ing loop, in which packets forwarded by a router eventually return
to the router; an information loop, in which a router acts on con-
nectivity information derived from information it itself provided
earlier; and a traceroute loop, in which a traceroute mea-
surement reports the same sequence of routers multiple times. For
our study, all we can observe directly aretraceroute loops, and
it is possible for a traceroute loop to reflect not a forwarding
loop but instead an upstream routing change that happens to add
enough upstream hops that the traceroute observes the same
sequence of routers as previously. Because of this potential ambi-
guity, we require a traceroute measurement to show the same
sequence of routers at least three times in order to be assured that
the observation is of a forwarding loop.

In general, routing algorithms are designed to avoid forwarding
loops, provided all of the routers in the network share a consistent
view of the present connectivity. Thus, loops are apt to form when
the network experiences a change in connectivity and that change is
not immediately propagated to all of the routers [Hu95]. One hopes
that forwarding loops resolve themselves quickly, as they represent
a complete connectivity failure.

While some researchers have downplayed the significance of
temporary forwarding loops [MRR80], others have noted that loops
can rapidly lead to congestion as a router is flooded with multiple
copies of each packet it forwards [ZG-LA92], and minimizing loops
is a major Internet design goal [Li89]. To this end, BGP is designed
to never allow the creation of inter-AS forwarding loops, which it
accomplishes by tagging all routing information with the AS path
over which it has traversed.

Persistent routing loops. For our analysis, we considered
any traceroute showing a loop unresolved by end of the
traceroute as a “persistent loop.” 10 traceroutes in

exhibited persistent routing loops. See [Pa96] for details.
In , 50 traceroutes showed persistent loops. Due to 's

higher sampling frequency, for some of these loops we can place
upper bounds on how long they persisted, by looking for surround-
ing measurements between the same hosts that do not show the

This technique is based on the observation that forwarding loops occur
only in the wake of a routing information loop.
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[Paxson’s vantage points]



Reverse traceroute

• Uses vantage point measurement infrastructure to 
measure reverse routes

• Why is this hard today?

[Katz-Bassett et al, 2010]



Internet Inter-Domain Traffic

• Most work looks in from the outside

• This paper is on the inside

• ...and large scale (~25% of Internet traffic)

• Disadvantage: hard to verify



Trend: less transit
Rank Provider Percentage
1 ISP A 5.77
2 ISP B 4.55
3 ISP C 3.35
4 ISP D 3.2
5 ISP E 2.6
6 ISP F 2.77
7 ISP G 2.24
8 ISP H 1.82
9 ISP I 1.35
10 ISP J 1.23

(a) Top Ten 2007

Rank Provider Percentage
1 ISP A 9.41
2 ISP B 5.7
3 Google 5.2
4 ISP F 5.0
5 ISP H 3.22
6 Comcast 3.12
7 ISP D 3.08
8 ISP E 2.32
9 ISP C 2.05
10 ISP G 1.89

(b) Top Ten 2009

Rank Provider Increase in Tra!c Share
1 Google 4.04
2 ISP A 3.74
3 ISP F 2.86
4 Comcast 1.94
5 ISP K 1.60
6 ISP B 1.36
7 ISP H 1.21
8 ISP L 0.66
9. Microsoft 0.62
10 Akamai 0.06

(c) Top 10 Growth

Table 2: The ten largest contributors of inter-domain tra!c by weighted average percentage of all Internet
inter-domain tra!c. Includes average percentage of all tra!c from study participants originating, terminat-
ing, or transiting the ASNs managed by each provider in July 2007 and July 2009. The third table includes
providers with the most significant inter-domain tra!c share growth over the two-year study period.

gest these providers enjoyed growth both due to their CDN
business (ISP A) and role providing transit to large content
providers (both ISP A and ISP B). Comcast also showed sig-
nificant growth with a gain of close to 2% of all inter-domain
tra!c.

We briefly focus on changes in Comcast’s inter-domain
tra!c contribution as an illustration of possible commercial
policy and tra!c engineering changes belying some of the re-
sults in Table 2c. In 2007, we found Comcast inter-domain
tra!c share (distributed across a dozen regional ASN) rep-
resented less than 1% of all inter-domain tra!c. Also in
2007, Comcast inter-domain tra!c patterns resembled that
of most traditional consumer providers with tra!c ratios of
7:3, or the majority (70%) of tra!c coming into Comcast. In
the language of the industry, Comcast represented a typical
“eyeball” consumer network [19, 6].

Figure 3a shows the weighted average percent of all inter-
domain tra!c both a) originating or terminating in Comcast
managed ASNs (i.e., origin) and b) transiting Comcast to
reach other ASNs (i.e., transit). In the summer of 2007,
Comcast origin tra!c contributed an average of 0.13% of
all inter-domain tra!c – a percentage in line with other
large North American cable operators. During the same
time period, Comcast transit tra!c represented 0.78% of
all inter-domain tra!c. While Comcast origin tra!c saw
modest growth over the two year study period, the majority
of Comcast’s tra!c increase stemmed from transit – nearly
a 4x growth.

Figure 3b shows another view of the data. We calcu-
late the weighted average percentage of inter-domain tra!c
into all Comcast ASNs versus outbound. We use this In
/ Out peering ratio as an approximation of the Comcast’s
content contribution versus consumption. The graph shows
that over the two year study period Comcast’s tra!c ratios
inverted with the cable operator becoming a net Internet
inter-domain contributor by July of 2009.

Discussions with analysts and ISPs provide some insight
into Comcast’s transformation. Over the last five years,
Comcast executed on a number of technology and business
strategies, including consolidation of several disparate re-
gional backbones into a single nationwide network and roll-
out of a “triple play” (voice, video, data) consumer product.
Most significantly, Comcast began o"ering wholesale tran-
sit (GigE and 10GigE IP), cellular backhaul and IP video
distribution (though Comcast Media Center subsidiary) [6].

3.2 Inter-domain Traffic Consolidation

In this subsection, we explore consolidation in inter-
domain tra!c demands. We argue the growth of Google,
Comcast, Microsoft and Akamai tra!c in Table 2c provides
a bellwether of broader tra!c engineering, commercial ex-
pansion and content consolidation trends.

We first aggregate the 200 fastest growing ASNs described
earlier in this Section into four broad categories using clas-
sifications from CAIDA [31] and manual inspection. As a
category, ASNs in the content / hosting group grew by 58%,
and consumer networks by 38%, while tier-1/2 both grew
under 28% (i.e., less than the average rate of aggregate inter-
domain growth).

While tier-1 providers still carry significant volumes of
tra!c, observed Internet inter-domain tra!c patterns in
July 2009 suggest Figure 1b. In this emerging new Inter-
net, the majority of tra!c by volume flows directly between
large content providers, datacenter / CDNs and consumer
networks. In many cases, CDNs (e.g., Akamai, LimeLight)
and content providers (e.g., Google, Microsoft, Facebook)
are directly interconnected with both consumer networks
and tier-1 / tier-2 providers.

Figure 4 shows a graph of the cumulative distribution of
the weighted average percentage of all inter-domain traf-
fic per origin ASN. The vertical axis shows the cumulative
percentage and the horizontal axis provides the number of
unique ASNs in both July 2007 and 2009.

The main interpretation of the graph in Figure 4 is that
as of July 2009, 150 ASNs originate more than 50% of all
inter-domain tra!c. The remainder of inter-domain traf-
fic originates across a heavy-tailed distribution of the other
30,000 BGP ASNs. If tra!c were evenly distributed across
all ASNs, we would expect the top 150 ASNs to contribute
only 0.15% of inter-domain tra!c. By way of comparison,
the top 150 ASNs contributed only 30% of all inter-domain
tra!c in July of 2007.

We observe that the Internet ASN tra!c distribution in
Figure 4 approximates a power law distribution. While dis-
cussion of power law properties and processes is beyond the
scope of this paper, we note power laws have been observed
(and debated) in Internet AS-level topology [32].

Table 3 shows the top ten origin ASNs as a weighted aver-
age percentage of all inter-domain tra!c during July 2009.
As of July 2009, Google’s origin ASNs contribute a weighted
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3. ASN TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a coarse grained analysis of
changes in inter-domain tra!c patterns. We begin with a
look at the ten largest contributors (based on our analysis)
of inter-domain tra!c in the months of July 2007 and July
2009. With the exception of content providers (i.e., Google,
Microsoft) and Comcast, we anonymize provider names in
sensitivity to the potential commercial impact of this data.

3.1 Provider Inter-domain Traffic Share

We calculate the ten largest contributors of inter-domain
tra!c in the first two charts of Table 2 using the weighted av-
erage percentage of inter-domain tra!c (i.e., P (A)) reported
by each Internet provider in our study either originating or
transiting each ASN A. We then aggregate all ASNs which
are managed by the same Internet commercial entity (e.g.,
Verizon’s AS701, AS702, etc.). This last step is required
since many large transit providers manage dozens of ASNs
reflecting geographic backbone segmentation and merger or
acquisition lineage. Finally, we exclude stub ASNs from the
aggregation step which we only observed downstream from
other corporate ASN (e.g., DoubleClick (AS 6432) tra!c
transits Google (AS 15169) in all our observed ASPaths).

(a) Traditional Internet logical topology
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(b) Emerging new Internet logical topology

Figure 1: The hierarchical old and more densely in-
terconnected emerging Internet. Figure A gener-
ally reflects historical BGP topology while Figure B
illustrates emerging dominant Internet tra!c pat-
terns.

As a category, the ten largest providers by inter-domain
tra!c volume in Table 2a account for 28.8% of all inter-
domain tra!c. ISP A represents the largest provider tra!c
share in 2007 with an average of 5.77% of all inter-domain
tra!c, followed by ISP B (4.55%) and ISP C (3.35%).
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Figure 2: Growth in Google inter-domain traf-
fic contribution. Graph shows weighted average
percent of all inter-domain tra!c contributed by
YouTube and Google ASNs. Over time, Google mi-
grated YouTube tra!c and back-end infrastructure
into Google peering / transit and data centers.

Our analysis of tra!c data from July 2007 suggests tra!c
patterns consistent with that of logical topological textbook
diagrams in Figure 1a. Specifically, we find the largest Inter-
net providers by inter-domain tra!c volume correlate with
the twelve largest transit networks popularly regarded as the
global transit core [29].

In the second chart of Table 2b, we show the impact
of subsequent commercial policy and tra!c engineering
changes on the ten largest Internet providers by inter-
domain tra!c contribution as of July 2009. We note that the
2009 list includes significant variance from 2007, including
the addition of non-transit companies to the list. Specifi-
cally, both a content provider (Google) and a consumer net-
work (Comcast) now rival several global transit networks in
inter-domain tra!c contribution. Provider A and B con-
tinue to hold the top two spots at 9.4 and 5.7 percent of all
inter-domain tra!c, respectively. We discuss both Google
and Comcast in more detail later in this Section.

Table 2c provides another view of the data showing the
gain in providers’ average percentage of all inter-domain
tra!c between July 2007 and July 2009. We note that
growth in this table requires a provider gain “market share”,
i.e., the provider exceed the overall growth of inter-domain
tra!c (currently growing at 35-45% annualized).

Google inter-domain tra!c enjoyed the largest growth in
our two year study period by gaining 4% of all inter-domain
tra!c. Figure 2 provides the weighted average percent of
inter-domain tra!c due to Google ASNs (including proper-
ties) and YouTube (AS36561) between July 2007 and July
2009.

Discussions with providers and analysis of the data in Fig-
ure 2 suggests much of Google’s tra!c share increase came
through the post-acquisition migration of YouTube inter-
domain tra!c to Google’s ASNs (from both LimeLight and
YouTube ASN) [30]. At the start of the study period, both
Google and YouTube represent slightly more than 1% of all
inter-domain tra!c. Figure 2 shows YouTube ASN inter-
domain tra!c decreasing as Google tra!c continues to grow
through the summer of 2009.

ISP A and ISP B also showed significant growth in Ta-
ble 2c. Private discussion with analysts and providers sug-
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3. ASN TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a coarse grained analysis of
changes in inter-domain tra!c patterns. We begin with a
look at the ten largest contributors (based on our analysis)
of inter-domain tra!c in the months of July 2007 and July
2009. With the exception of content providers (i.e., Google,
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We calculate the ten largest contributors of inter-domain
tra!c in the first two charts of Table 2 using the weighted av-
erage percentage of inter-domain tra!c (i.e., P (A)) reported
by each Internet provider in our study either originating or
transiting each ASN A. We then aggregate all ASNs which
are managed by the same Internet commercial entity (e.g.,
Verizon’s AS701, AS702, etc.). This last step is required
since many large transit providers manage dozens of ASNs
reflecting geographic backbone segmentation and merger or
acquisition lineage. Finally, we exclude stub ASNs from the
aggregation step which we only observed downstream from
other corporate ASN (e.g., DoubleClick (AS 6432) tra!c
transits Google (AS 15169) in all our observed ASPaths).
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terconnected emerging Internet. Figure A gener-
ally reflects historical BGP topology while Figure B
illustrates emerging dominant Internet tra!c pat-
terns.

As a category, the ten largest providers by inter-domain
tra!c volume in Table 2a account for 28.8% of all inter-
domain tra!c. ISP A represents the largest provider tra!c
share in 2007 with an average of 5.77% of all inter-domain
tra!c, followed by ISP B (4.55%) and ISP C (3.35%).
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Figure 2: Growth in Google inter-domain traf-
fic contribution. Graph shows weighted average
percent of all inter-domain tra!c contributed by
YouTube and Google ASNs. Over time, Google mi-
grated YouTube tra!c and back-end infrastructure
into Google peering / transit and data centers.

Our analysis of tra!c data from July 2007 suggests tra!c
patterns consistent with that of logical topological textbook
diagrams in Figure 1a. Specifically, we find the largest Inter-
net providers by inter-domain tra!c volume correlate with
the twelve largest transit networks popularly regarded as the
global transit core [29].

In the second chart of Table 2b, we show the impact
of subsequent commercial policy and tra!c engineering
changes on the ten largest Internet providers by inter-
domain tra!c contribution as of July 2009. We note that the
2009 list includes significant variance from 2007, including
the addition of non-transit companies to the list. Specifi-
cally, both a content provider (Google) and a consumer net-
work (Comcast) now rival several global transit networks in
inter-domain tra!c contribution. Provider A and B con-
tinue to hold the top two spots at 9.4 and 5.7 percent of all
inter-domain tra!c, respectively. We discuss both Google
and Comcast in more detail later in this Section.

Table 2c provides another view of the data showing the
gain in providers’ average percentage of all inter-domain
tra!c between July 2007 and July 2009. We note that
growth in this table requires a provider gain “market share”,
i.e., the provider exceed the overall growth of inter-domain
tra!c (currently growing at 35-45% annualized).

Google inter-domain tra!c enjoyed the largest growth in
our two year study period by gaining 4% of all inter-domain
tra!c. Figure 2 provides the weighted average percent of
inter-domain tra!c due to Google ASNs (including proper-
ties) and YouTube (AS36561) between July 2007 and July
2009.

Discussions with providers and analysis of the data in Fig-
ure 2 suggests much of Google’s tra!c share increase came
through the post-acquisition migration of YouTube inter-
domain tra!c to Google’s ASNs (from both LimeLight and
YouTube ASN) [30]. At the start of the study period, both
Google and YouTube represent slightly more than 1% of all
inter-domain tra!c. Figure 2 shows YouTube ASN inter-
domain tra!c decreasing as Google tra!c continues to grow
through the summer of 2009.

ISP A and ISP B also showed significant growth in Ta-
ble 2c. Private discussion with analysts and providers sug-
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Why less transit?
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Market Forces Intuition 

Revenue from  

Internet Transit 
Source: Dr. Peering, Bill Norton 

Revenue from  

Internet Advertisement 
Source: Interactive Advertising Bureau 

[via Labovitz talk]



Trend: app consolidation

• What is causing this?

ports used by subsequent data transfer (the bulk of the traf-
fic). Port heuristics also do not identify tunneled applica-
tions such as video or other protocols running over HTTP,
nor applications like P2P using encryption or random port
numbers.

Given the limitations of port-based application classi-
fication, we augment our study dataset with a smaller
set of application statistics based on payload classification
(i.e., DPI). Specifically, we leverage data from inline appli-
ances deployed across the consumer edge of five cooperating
provider deployments in Asia, Europe and North America
[34]. These five deployments include tra!c representing sev-
eral million cable and DSL subscribers.

The inline probe appliances use a combination of propri-
etary rule-based payload signatures and behavioral heuris-
tics to classify applications. Based on third-party testing
and provider commercial evaluation, these inline probes ach-
ieve a high rate of classification accuracy and represent the
best available “ground-truth” with respect to the classifica-
tion of inter-domain application tra!c within these deploy-
ments.

While the payload dataset is not large enough to pro-
vide meaningful extrapolation to all inter-domain tra!c,
the dataset does provide additional validation and insight
into our port / protocol application analysis in this Section.
However, given the nature of the inline deployments we be-
lieve the data likely includes a bias towards consumer appli-
cations and P2P since many of the providers purchased the
payload inspection appliances in part based on a perceived
need to manage P2P tra!c.

4.1 Largest Applications by Traffic Volume
In Table 4, we show the ten largest applications by a

weighted average percent of all inter-domain tra!c as of
July 2009. Table 4a shows data from port / protocol classi-
fication of applications and Table 4b displays statistics from
the five inline / port span payload deployments.

We calculate the rankings in Table 4a using weighted av-
erage percentage of all inter-domain tra!c using each well-
known port and protocol. For purposes of highlighting In-
ternet tra!c trends, Table 4 groups multiple well-known
ports and protocols into high level application categories.
We observe that many application groupings include dozens
of associated ports / protocols (e.g., P2P).

From Table 4a, we see the majority of inter-domain tra!c
in 2009 consists of web as a category at 52% (SSL and other
ports besides TCP port 80 account for less than 5% of this
number). Video as a category represents the second largest
application group at 2.64% and VPN protocols rank third at
1.41% followed by email at 1.38%. Overall, our findings are
consistent with other recent consumer tra!c studies [18].

All other protocols including games, ftp, and news ac-
count for fractions of one percent of inter-domain tra!c. As
noted earlier, ports and protocols alone provide a limited
view of Internet application usage and Table 4a includes
a sizable 46% and 37% percentage of unclassified tra!c in
2007 and 2009, respectively. Since port-based classification
only discovers the control tra!c for many file transfer and
multimedia protocols, we believe Table 4a significantly un-
der represents tra!c for video, P2P and file transfers.

We next look at payload based tra!c breakdowns from
the five consumer deployments in Table 4b. All values rep-
resent the average percentage of subscriber tra!c attributed
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Figure 5: Cumulative distribution of the weighted
average percentage of inter-domain tra!c con-
tributed by well-known ports and protocols for July
2007 and July 2009.

to each application group. We note that the configured ap-
plication classifications used by the inline commercial appli-
ances di"er from the categories in Table 4a, including the
lack of an explicit matching category for SSH and FTP. The
“Other”category in Table 4b includes dozens of less common
enterprise, database and consumer applications.

Overall, the application breakdowns correspond closely
between the two tables with the notable exception of P2P.
Both Table 4a and Table 4b show Web contributing 52%
of Internet tra!c and similarly close percentages for games
and email. VPN and News shows a slightly larger variance
between the two tables likely due to the consumer bias of
the five inline deployments.

Data from the inline deployments also suggest that HTTP
video may account for 25-40% of all HTTP tra!c. In partic-
ular, one of the largest video sites, YouTube, uses progressive
HTTP download. Payload analysis also suggests encrypted
P2P / other ports represent another 10-15% of uncatego-
rized tra!c in Table 4a and other video / audio streaming
protocols make up 3-5% of uncategorized tra!c. Finally,
the payload statistics show the remaining tra!c consists of
a heavy-tailed distribution across hundreds of less common
applications.

4.2 Application Traffic Changes
In the remainder of this Section, we explore longitudinal

changes in inter-domain application tra!c patterns. We ex-
amine both changes in the relative tra!c contribution of
application categories as well as specific ports and proto-
cols. As with earlier analysis, we use the weighted average
percentage of inter-domain tra!c across all providers. We
again observe that growth in this dataset equates to “mar-
ket share,” where a growing application gains tra!c at the
expense of other applications.

Not unexpectedly, our analysis finds TCP and UDP com-
bined account for more than 95% of all inter-domain tra!c.
VPN protocols including IPSEC’s AH and ESP contribute
another 3% and tunneled IPv6 (protocol 41) adds a frac-
tion of one percent. The remaining percentage of protocol
tra!c populates a heavy-tailed distribution across the entire
possible protocol number range and likely represents config-
urations errors and denial of service attacks.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution of the average
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Conclusions

• The true numbers might be different than this study, 
but the trends are likely valid

• Even in 2 years, big changes in the Internet

• Implication: in designing network architectures and 
applications, take care not to assume too much 
about the current common case

• The Internet might be unrecognizable in 10 years
• A flexible design will have a big advantage


